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Bringing Back Artistry and Craftsmanship
Woodstock Reveries is a unique boutique located in the heart of Woodstock, NY
and online at woodstockreveries.com Our mission is to sell beautiful items with
artistic, spiritual and healing virtues. We specialize in hand-crafted,
environmentally friendly products, usually created by local or nearby artists and
craftspeople. We are playing our part in bringing back beauty, uniqueness and
genuine craftsmanship: nothing at Woodstock Reveries is mass-produced,
nothing can be found at big chain department stores.
Woodstock Reveries is the exclusive New York State shop and only online
resource for the exquisite Janet McKinstry Designs. Each of her beautiful bags,
shawls, scarves, hats, clothing, potholders, tapestries, etc., is a unique work of
art. Janet retrieves tapestries, upholstery fabrics, and textile pieces from around
the world, and handcrafts them into the incredible one-of-a-kind pieces you will
only find here.
Woodstock Reveries also carries raw and polished crystals, healing crystals and
crystal kits, handmade and vintage jewelry, spiritual books and music, essential
oils, handmade Buddha mugs, handmade yoga mat bags, and many other
spiritual and healing items and gifts.
The next time you are in the charming arts and crafts town of Woodstock, NY,
stop in and visit us. We are located at 9 Rock City Road right across the street
from the municipal parking lot and Chamber of Commerce. Or shop online at
woodstockreveries.com

Featured Products
It’s April and while we may have some showers, we know it’s the life force
that will have the flowers blooming so we are perfectly fine with a few
sprinkles. After the long, hard winter, we are more than ready for the warm
weather and burst of colors that come from the grass, leaves, flowers and
trees as they experience their rebirth. At Woodstock Reveries, we have the
perfect items to help color and beauty bloom into your days and life.
As nature reawakens, we should also try to reawaken our
own minds and bodies, seeking balance and open, flowing
energy. Our Chakra Healing Crystal Kit can help. It
includes 7 healing crystals, each of which represents one
of the Chakras – Root, Sacral, Solar Plexus, Heart,
Throat, Third Eye, and Crown. The crystals can be used
individually or in groups to help clear and balance the
chakras.
All crystal healing kits are cleared and can be
programmed with specific intent upon request. All crystal healing kits come in a
velvet pouch.
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Speaking of reawakening, there is no better time
than spring to bring new energies to our creativity
and spirit. Picture Jasper is a nurturing and protective
stone which brings comfort and alleviates fear. It
stimulates not only the Base Chakra in providing
physical and spiritual energy for the body, but also
activates the Third Eye Chakra enhancing
visualization. It instills a sense of proportion and
harmony, enlivening one’s creativity and initiative,
and is a marvelous talisman for bringing hidden
emotions to the surface for healing. Believed to be
magical because a landscape naturally appears in this stone, each is one of a
kind. This beautiful and unique Picture Jasper and Fossil Handmade Pendant
features a large piece of picture jasper and a fossil set in sterling silver.

The New Spring Line of Handmade Janet McKinstry Designs Bags,
Purses & Totes is Here!
And we couldn’t be more excited! We have new hobo-style bags, purses, clutches
and totes in lighter, brighter colors. Until they get up on the web site, just
contact us for purchase info, more views or any questions you might have.

Stephanie is casual, fun and chic. This hobo-style
bag will go with you on your most fun days. Large,
roomy bag with blue/gold design and bright blue
sparkly peacock feather design on the front. Two
pockets on the back, two more in the front,
another on the inside front and a special pocket on
the inside back that has a vintage button and
elastic loop closure. The long strap can be worn
over the shoulder or cross-body. Elastic loop and
Chinese coin closure with vintage button.

Feminine and chic, Regina is a hobo-style bag that
is so pretty and yet functional. Large, roomy bag
with light blue design and blue/mauve flower
design on the front. Two pockets outside and two
more inside. The long strap can be worn over the
shoulder or cross-body. Elastic loop and Chinese
coin closure with vintage button.

Toks is a bag that has beauty and elegance with a
casual undertone. Large, roomy hobo-style bag
can carry everything you need. Gold/rust/orange
subtle floral design with muted blue front panel.
Two pockets inside. Strap can be worn over the
shoulder or cross-body. Elastic loop and Chinese
coin closure with vintage button.

Spring has arrived and it’s beautiful just like this
flat bag. Piper has just enough room to carry
what you need plus a bit more. Soft, subtle colors
of gray-blue with gold/brown stripe trim and
watermelon-pink flowers on the front. Two
pockets outside and two more inside. Adjustable
strap that lets you wear it as short or as long as
you want. Elastic loop and Chinese closure with
vintage button.

Vanessa is elegant enough for those special
nights out but casual enough to wear every day.
Black background with red floral accents and a
sparkly front panel that is nothing but
spectacular. Long shoulder strap and four
pockets: two inside and two outside. Elastic loop
and Chinese coin/vintage button closure.

As unique as you are, this hobo-style bag stands
out in the crowd. Louise is large, roomy bag
with light blue background with burnt orange
polka dots and blue/burnt orange flower design
on the front. Two pockets outside and two more
inside. The long strap can be worn over the
shoulder or cross-body. Elastic loop and Chinese
coin closure with vintage button.

This beautiful tote bag will transport you to the
tropical island of your dreams. Cristela is large
enough to carry all your beach or picnic needs.
Bright turquoise background with red trim and
multi-colored floral accents. Two pockets inside
and two pockets outside. Elastic loop and
Chinese coin/vintage button closure.

What do you do when a purse is too small but a
tote is too big? You carry this bag! Emma is as
wide and deep as a traditional tote bag but half
the height. Blue background with floral design.
Two pockets outside and two more inside. Elastic
loop and vintage button closure.

This bag is just big enough for your essentials.
Dana is cool, chic design of dark blue, brown
and gold with a black front panel that has
golden accents and a dragon! One pocket
outside and one inside. Magnetic snap closure
with gold flower button and red multi-colored
tassel. Black cord lets you wear it cross-body or
over the shoulder.

Aren’t they all gorgeous? We had three more but they are already gone!
Each bag is one of a kind so if there is one you like, be sure to get it
before it’s gone.
We also sell Gift Cards in many different value
amounts. If you need to buy a gift for someone
but aren’t sure what to choose, get your lucky
someone a gift card and let them choose exactly
what they want. It’s the perfect thoughtful gift!

This is just a sample of all the beautiful, unique, one-of-a-kind
items we have at Woodstock Reveries. Be sure to visit our web
site to see all our amazing bags, jewelry, healing crystals, books
and more. Happy April!

